Tudor in Relief

art +
craft

Norm Lewellen’s 6" layered tiles are composed of two
tiles—one concave, one with piercings and cutouts—
which are fused together for a two-dimensional effect.
Remarkably, the tiles are fired only once so the lead-free
glaze bonds with the clay. Layered tile: $210. Single tile:
$70. From Tudor Tile, (360) 647-2596, tudortile.com

Luminous Sky
Roycroft Artisan Shawn
Krueger is a landscape
painter in oils, whose work
recalls both the American
Tonalist and Arts & Crafts
movements. Each piece
begins as a plein-air study.

Bowl of Fire
The Helios fire vessel is hand-carved in granite

Small works like “The

with a polished lip. The 500-pound vessel mea-

Western View” are priced

sures 36" in diameter x 15" high. It’s $1,700. Add

from $475. Shawn Krueger
Fine Art, (616) 581-9753,

$390 to $405 for a propane or natural gas kit. From
Stone Forest, (888) 682 2987, stoneforest.com

shawnkrueger.tumblr.com

Firm Footprint
The Modern Loft round dining table is part of the new Studio
by Stickley collection. Constructed of ash, the table features
ingenious interlocking legs and is available in four finishes.
It’s 52" in diameter and extends to 70". Pricing begins at
$2,359. From Stickley, (315) 682-5500, stickley.com
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Spanking New
The Baby Classic under-mount sink is a
diminutive version of the larger Classic sink.

Salty Dreams

Hand-hammered in recycled 18-gauge copper,

“Solla Sollew” is a

the basin measures 13½" x 10" with a depth of

meticulous block print

4½" once installed. As shown in the new pol-

by Roycroft Renaissance

ished nickel finish, it’s $930. From Native Trails,

Master Artisan Holly

(800) 786-0862, nativetrails.net

Bird. The 5" x 7" block
print is composed in nine
colors, printed by hand
in oil-based inks. It’s
$150 matted and $300
in an oak frame. From
Studio Ibis, (727) 7816888, studioibis.com

Fireﬂy Stunners
Fireflies and Dockside Fireflies are two hand-pressed,
brush-glazed art tiles made by John Beasley from his original designs. The complementary tiles measure 4" x 8" and are
available unframed ($64) or framed ($128). From Medicine
Bluff Studio, (513) 251-5800, medicinebluffstudio.com

Gracefully Shaped
The Limbert Arts & Crafts round end table comes in
oak, cherry, walnut, and other domestic hardwoods.
It measures 26" in diameter and 24" high, but can
be customized to your specifications. As shown, it
sells for $1,200. From Brian Brace Fine Furniture,
(828) 777-8184, brianbracefinefurniture.com
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Welcome to Your Castle
The Salzburg deadbolt entry set and long
door strap are forged in iron in Austria.
The entry set measures 10¼" high x 2 3∕8"
wide with a 61∕8" wide lever. It’s $398.
The coordinating strap is 23 5∕8" long x
2" wide. It’s $81. From Ironlock Imports,
(877) 650-5101, locksandlevers.com

Colors of the Sun
The Vintage California decorative
tiles in this installation are done in
cuerda seca, a resist line technique
popularized by historic California
tilemakers of the 1920s, ’30s, and
’40s. The box cap spout tile is a custom design. Decos are $12 to $30
each. From Native Tile & Ceramics,
(310) 533-8684, nativetile.com

Coordinating Colors
The geometric Monterey and the reversible
floral damask Sarah’s Garden are shown
in rich shades of green. Monterey ($60
per yard) is a polyester/viscose/cotton
blend; Sarah’s Garden ($125 per yard)
is 97% cotton with a bit of polyester for
strength. From Archive Edition Textiles,
(310) 676-2424, archiveedition.com
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Cedar Elegance
Recalling Japanese and Prairie
Style design influences, the
Claremont landscape screen
easily conceals an outdoor
shower. In Western red cedar
with mortise-and-tenon framing,
panels are 59" high x 27" wide.
A three-pack set is $215 and up.
From LWO Woodway, (503) 2865372, woodwayproducts.com

